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ABSTRACT

patti@di.unito.it

systems like Delicious, Flickr, or Last.fm would not work
without the users, who assign tags to the shared bookmarks,
images, and music respectively, because tag assignments are
used as information source to provide diverse features such
as recommendation, search, or exploration features. For example, tag clouds, which depict the popularity of tags within
the system, intuitively allow users to explore a repository of
tag-annotated resources, just by clicking on tags.
Beside search algorithms that simply detect resources directly annotated with the search tag, there exist more advanced algorithms that exploit the full structure of the folksonomy [20]. A folksonomy is basically a collection of all tag
assignments (user-tag-resource bindings) in the system. It
can be modeled as graph which makes it possible to apply
graph-based search and ranking algorithms according to the
paradigm of PageRank [24]. Such ranking algorithms like
FolkRank [13], which is based on PageRank and applicable
to folksonomies, not only allow to rank resources but also
tags and users. This feature expands the scope of applications to tag recommendations, user/expert search, etc.
Hence, ranking algorithms play a central role in a multitude of applications, however all ranking algorithms have to
face the problem of ambiguity. For example, the tag “java”
might be assigned to resources related to programming or
the island of Indonesia. Another problem is caused by tags
that are re-used on various occasions with different (though
implicit) meaning. For instance, the tag “to-read” might be
added by a same user at different times to scientific papers
that are relevant for a research work or to websites that explain what to see in some location the user would like to visit
on holidays. If the tag “to-read” would be used in a query,
likely the ranking algorithm outcome would not satisfy the
user because such algorithms lack the means to contextualize the ranking. Correspondingly, for broad tags like “music”
or “web”, which are assigned to a huge amount of resources,
it is difficult to compute a ranking that fits to the actual
desires of the user.
One could think that ambiguity could be reduced by adopting personalization strategies, so to produce personalized
rankings. The problem is that personalization techniques
are currently limited by their need of time to build adequate
user models: The user has, in fact, to register to the system

With the advent of Web 2.0 tagging became a popular feature. People tag diverse kinds of content, e.g. products at
Amazon, music at Last.fm, images at Flickr, etc. Clicking
on a tag enables the users to explore related content. In this
paper we investigate how such tag-based queries, initialized
by the clicking activity, can be enhanced with automatically
produced contextual information so that the search result
better fits to the actual aims of the user. We introduce the
SocialHITS algorithm and present an experiment where we
compare different algorithms for ranking users, tags, and
resources in a contextualized way.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the tagging paradigm attracted
much attention in the Web community. More and more Web
systems allow their users to annotate content with freely
chosen keywords (tags). The tagging feature helps users to
organize content for future retrieval [19]. Resource sharing
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and work long enough to allow the system itself to collect a
sufficient amount of data to provide personalization.
We present a lightweight approach that tackles the problems, mentioned above, without requiring the systems to do
extensive user modeling and without any prerequisites for
the user. We do so by proposing general strategies that rely
on the contextual information in a way that is orthogonal to
the ranking algorithm that is used. We model context by
the notion of tag clouds (list of weighted tags), e.g., it can
be formed by the tag cloud of a resource, from which the
user initiates a search activity. So, for example, if a user
has navigated to an image in Flickr showing the Indonesian
island Java and thereafter clicks on the tag “java” to explore
further photos of the island, then it is beneficial to consider
also the other tags of the image (e.g. “indonesia”, etc.) to
adapt the outcome of the search to the user’s actual needs.
The interesting novelty of our proposal is that we do not
only restrict the context information to the profile of the
user, who initiates the query, but also present strategies that
consider the actual context of the user, i.e. the content the
user is currently browsing. Our main contributions can be
summarized as follows.

in which a tag assignment was made [1]. Further, there
exist models that try to incorporate the tagging behavior of
users [8, 10].
Based on such formal models there is various research on
exploiting information encapsulated in folksonomies in order
to design search algorithms [5, 13], compute recommendations [6, 14, 26], deduce semantics from tags [12, 25], or
model users [9, 17, 21]. Here, ranking algorithms are indispensable as they allow to order search results, recommendations, etc. A fundamental assumption of research in the
field of folksonomy systems is that tags assigned by the users
to resources describe the content of the resources very well.
This assumption is proved in [17], where the authors compared the actual content of Web pages with tags assigned to
these pages in the Delicious system.
In [4] we compared different ranking algorithms, FolkRank [13], GFolkRank [4], GRank [3], SocialPageRank, and
SocialSimRank [5], regarding their performance in ranking
resources and tags. We discovered that those algorithms
which utilize the full folksonomy information (including context information attached to the tag assignments) performed
best. Our previous findings motivate the work presented in
this paper. We propose strategies enabling the integration
of context information independently from both, the used
ranking algorithm and the underlying folksonomy model.
From a more technical perspective, our strategies are based
on query expansion. Instead of applying co-occurrence based
techniques [15] or using thesauri, such as WordNet, we follow the approach of [7] and utilize context information to
expand queries and contextualize rankings.
Previous work related to ranking in folksonomies mainly
focusses on ranking of resources [4, 5, 13] or tags [2, 26].
In this paper we go beyond state of the art and evaluate
folksonomy-based algorithms also with respect to their performance in ranking user entities, so to allow the identification of users with certain interests or expertise. This
capability, though not yet exploited sufficiently in existing
social networking services, like Facebook or LinkedIn, is of
tremendous interest for the research area working on social
networks and has many practical applications. While social
networking systems require the users to input their interests,
competencies, or relations to other users explicitly, tagging
systems, on the contrary, capture such information automatically and allow to construct social networks implicitly [23].
However, the retrieval of user entities has not been studied
sufficiently in the field of folksonomy systems. Hence, we
evaluate only ranking algorithms, which also allow to rank
users. Based on Kleinberg’s HITS algorithm [16] and ideas
presented in [27] we propose SocialHITS, as the notion of
authorities and hubs appears to be appropriate for user entities, in particular.

• We introduce a lightweight approach that allows to
adapt rankings, produced by arbitrary ranking algorithms, to a given context.
• We propose to model context as tag clouds and present
different context modeling strategies to construct such
tag clouds without necessarily requiring any previous
knowledge about the user.
• We present SocialHITS, a novel ranking algorithm,
which adapts the HITS algorithm [16] to folksonomies.
• We evaluate SocialHITS and other ranking algorithms
with respect to the different context modeling strategies and identify the best approach for contextualizing
rankings as well as the best ranking algorithm. As our
experiments prove, there are situations in which our
algorithms significantly perform better than existing
ranking algorithms.
• We not only evaluate the quality of ranking resources
and tags, but also—and this constitutes the originality
of our experiment—measure the performance of ranking user entities.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
will discuss previous work and provide further motivation for
the work presented in this paper. In Section 3 we outline our
approach to contextualize rankings and define the different
context models as well, which are together with the ranking
algorithms (see Section 4) evaluated in Section 5. We end
our paper with conclusions in Section 6.

2.

3.

CONTEXT IN FOLKSONOMIES

To give some intuition for the notion of context in folksonomies, we first describe a characteristic scenario in the
GroupMe! tagging system1 , which we also used as test environment to conduct our experiments (see Section 5). GroupMe! [1] enables users to manage their bookmarks and share
them with other users. GroupMe! allows users to organize
bookmarks in groups and bookmarks as well as the groups
can be annotated with tags.

PREVIOUS WORK

For research carried out in the field of tagging systems
the understanding of folksonomies [20], which evolve over
time when users assign tags to resources, is a matter of
particular interest. Formal folksonomy models have been
proposed in [11, 22] and usually interpret a folksonomy as
collection of tag assignments possibly enriched with context
information like time [10] or characteristics of the setting,

1
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3.1

Scenario

Definition 2. A group context folksonomy is a 5-tuple F :=
(U, T, R̆, G, Y̆ ), where U , T , R, G are finite sets that contain
instances of users, tags, resources, and groups, respectively.
R̆ = R ∪ G is the union of the set of resources and the set
of groups and Y̆ defines a tag assignment having a group
context: Y̆ ⊆ U × T × R̆ × (G ∪ {ε}), where ε is a reserved
symbol for the empty group context, i.e. if there is no group
context available.

Let us consider that Bob is planning to travel to the Hypertext conference 2009. Therefor, he creates a GroupMe!
group entitled “Trip to Hypertext ’09, Turin”, in which he
adds bookmarks referring to the conference website or to
some video showing sights of Turin. He also annotates his
bookmarks with tags like “hypertext”, “2009”, or “conference” to facilitate future retrieval. Bob would appreciate
some tag suggestions that expedite the tagging process. Alice is browsing through the GroupMe! system and stumbles
upon Bob’s group, because she is interested in submitting
a paper to that conference. However, via the bookmarked
conference website, which is part of the group, she finds
out that the deadline has already passed. She now clicks
on the tag “conference” and when she does so, likely she
is not interested in any conference but in conferences that
are related either to the same topics or to the year 2009 or
that are related to combinations of all such features. Furthermore, she would be delighted to find expert users with
whom she could discuss about appropriate conferences and
corresponding topics.
In the scenario, the consideration of context can help to
improve the usability of the tagging system. When computing tag suggestions, Bob’s user profile as well as the tags that
have already been assigned to other bookmarks in the “Trip
to Hypertext ’09, Turin” group can be considered. Further,
when Alice clicks on the tag “conference” she neither wants
to retrieve bookmarks related to conferences in the field of
biology nor seeks for information about past conferences,
but she would like to obtain content relevant to computer
science conferences in 2009. To adapt the search result to
Alice’s needs it would be appropriate to include the tags that
occur within the Web page Alice visited when she clicked on
“conference”. Therewith, adaptation would even be possible
if Alice is not known to the tagging system and even uses it
for a few seconds only.

3.2

Group context folksonomies might evolve in systems like
GroupMe!, which allows for tagging of bookmarks in the
context of a group of related bookmarks, or Flickr, which
enables users to create sets of images they can tag. Tag
clouds for users, tags, and resources are computed correspondingly to traditional folksonomies, whereas a group tag
cloud T CG (g) is computed by unifying T CR (g) (groups are
resources as well and can therewith be tagged) and the tag
clouds of resources contained in g.
In this paper, we compare three lightweight approaches
for constructing context.
user The user context is the top k tag cloud (T CU @k(u)) of
the user, who is acting and whose action should be contextualized, i.e. the tags he/she used most frequently.
resource If a user has navigated to a certain resource r
then the tag cloud of the resource T CR @k(r) can be
used as context to adapt to his/her next activities.
group Correspondingly, if the user currently browses a group
g of resources, e.g. a GroupMe! group or a set of
images in Flickr, then T CG @k(g) can model his/her
context.
The user context corresponds to the naive user modeling strategy described in [21] and only works if the user is
already known to the system by means of previously performed tagging activities. In our evaluation we utilize the
user context strategy as benchmark and investigate whether
the resource and group context strategies, which do not require any previous knowledge about the user, can compete
with the user context strategy.
The context models are deliberately simple. More complex models can be constructed by combining the context
models above or by memorizing resource and group context
for a user over a specific period in time. In our evaluation
we set k = 20 and thus considered the top 20 tags of the tag
clouds.

Constructing Context

Our approach is to model context in folksonomy systems
as tag clouds, which are lists of weighted tags. A folksonomy
itself is, according to [11], defined as follows.
Definition 1. A folksonomy is a quadruple F := (U, T, R,
Y ), where U , T , R are finite sets of instances of users, tags,
and resources. Y defines a relation, the tag assignment,
between these sets, that is, Y ⊆ U × T × R.
A tag cloud can be computed for users, tags, and resources, e.g. the tag cloud for a user u can be defined as
T CU (u) = {{t, w(u, t)}|(u, t, r) ∈ Y, w(u, t) = |{r ∈ R :
(u, t, r) ∈ Y }|}. Hence, the weight assigned to a tag is simply corresponds to the usage frequency of the tag. We normalize the weights so that the sum of the weights assigned to
the tags in the tag cloud is equal to 1. Furthermore, we use
T CU @k(u), T CT @k(t), and T CR @k(r) respectively to refer
to the tag cloud that contains only the top k tags, which
have the highest weight.
In our scenario, Alice and Bob are acting in the GroupMe!
system. GroupMe! implies a folksonomy model that incorporates additional information indicating in which context
a tag was assigned to a resource. In particular, such context is given by groups, which are finite sets of resources,
and the corresponding group context folksonomy is defined
as follows.

3.3

Contextualizing Rankings

Our approach targets topic-sensitive ranking algorithms,
i.e. algorithms that rank entities (users, tags, and resources)
with respect to some topic specified via a query. With contextualization of rankings we mean that the ranking respects
the query as well as the context given by means of a tag cloud
(see previous section). In the scenario above the query was
given as single tag, e.g. Alice clicked on a tag to retrieve
both, a ranked list of resources and a ranked list of users,
who are experts in Alice’s current area of interest. A query
might however also consist of multiple tags and can therewith be interpreted as tag cloud as well, where the tags are
usually weighted equally.
Definition 3. The generic algorithm for computing contextualized rankings simply combines the ranking computed
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with respect to the query tag cloud with the one computed
for the context tag cloud.
1. Input: query T Cq , context T Cc , folksonomy F, ranking algorithm a, context influence d
2. Compute a ranking Rq based on the query tag cloud,
Rq ← a.rank(T Cq , F), and a ranking Rc based on the
context tag cloud, Rc ← a.rank(T Cc , F). Rq and Rc
are sets of weighted entities (ei , wq ) and (ei , wc ) respectively.
3. Compute the result ranking Rr by averaging Rq and
Rc . Rr contains weighted entities (ei , wi,r ), where
wi,r = (1 − d) · wi,q + d · wi,c .
4. Output: Rr , the set of weighted entities (ei , wi,r ),
where wi,r denotes the weight (ranking score) assigned
to the ith entity (user, tag, or resource).

weight these edges because a resource is usually added only
once to a certain group.

4.3

A contextualized ranking is thus the average of the query
and context ranking. In the next section we present different
ranking algorithms applicable to folksonomies that can be
used as input for the contextualization algorithm specified
in Def. 3.

4.

4.4

RANKING ALGORITHMS

FolkRank

The FolkRank algorithm [13] operates on the folksonomy
model specified in Definition 1. FolkRank transforms the
hypergraph that is spanned by the tag assignments into a
weighted tripartite graph GF , where an edge connects two
entities (user, tag, or resource) if both entities occur together
at a tag assignment within the folksonomy, and the weight of
an edge corresponds to the amount of their co-occurrences.
For example, the weight of an edge connecting a tag t and
a resource r is defined as w(t, r) = |{u ∈ U : (u, t, r) ∈
Y }| (cf. Definition 1) and thus corresponds to the number
of users, who have annotated r with t. The constructed
graph GF serves as input for an adaption of the Personalized
~ + (1 − d)~
p, where the adjacency
PageRank [24]: w
~ ← dAGF w
matrix AGF models the folksonomy graph GF , p
~ allows to
specify preferences (e.g. for a tag) and d enables to adjust
the influence of the preference vector. FolkRank applies the
adapted PageRank twice, first with d = 1 and second with
d < 1 (in our evaluation we set d = 0.7 as done in [13]).
The final vector, w
~ =w
~ d<1 − w
~ d=1 , contains the FolkRank
of each folksonomy entity.

4.2

SocialHITS

In [16] Kleinberg introduces the HITS algorithm that enables to detect hub and authority entities in hyperlinked
network structures. A hub describes an entity that links to
many high quality authority entities and an authority denotes an entity, which is linked by many high quality hub
entities. Hence, the HITS algorithm is based on a mutually reinforcing relationship between hubs and authorities.
Therefore, the operations that update the authority weight
xhpi and hub weight y hpi of an entity p are defined by the
operations A and H [16].
X
A : xhpi ←
y hqi
(1)

In this section we first recapitulate ranking algorithms
developed in previous work before we introduce a new algorithm: SocialHITS.

4.1

GRank

GRank [3] is a group-sensitive ranking algorithm as well
as GFolkRank. However, GRank is not based on FolkRank,
but exploits group context folksonomy in a straightforward
way. Given a query tag tq , the GRank algorithm detects a
set of tag assignments (u, t, r, g) ∈ Y̆q , where the resource
r ∈ R̆ is (a) directly annotated with tq , (b) contained in a
group that is tagged with tq , (c) grouped together with a
resource directly annotated with tq , or (d) a group which
contains a resource directly annotated with tq . The entities
(users, tags, and resources) are then weighted according to
their occurrence frequency within the tag assignments of Y̆q .
For more details on GRank we refer the reader to [3, 4].

q:(q,p)∈E

H:y

hpi

←

X

xhqi

(2)

q:(p,q)∈E

Here, E denotes the set of directed edges within the given
graph G. The core algorithm of HITS, which detects the authorities and hubs in a given graph G, performs k iterations
in order to update xhpi and y hpi for each entities (nodes)
within G. The core iteration is defined as follows [16].
Definition 4. Core HITS iteration.
function iterate(G, k)
G: a graph containing n linked entities
Let x and y be vectors containing the authority
and hub weights.
1 1 1
, n , n , ...) ∈ Rn
Set x0 and y0 to ( n
for i = 1, 2, ..., k do:
x0i ← apply A to (xi−1 , yi−1 )
yi0 ← apply H to (x0i , yi−1 )
xi ← ||x0i ||1
yi ← ||yi0 ||1
end
return (xk , yk )

GFolkRank

GFolkRank [4] is a context-sensitive ranking algorithm
that is based on FolkRank. It expects a group context folksonomy (see Def. 2) as input and adapts the process of transforming the hypergraph – spanned by the folksonomy – into
the weighted folksonomy graph GF (cf. Section 4.1). It interprets groups as artificial tags and creates new tags tg ∈ TG ,
TG ∩ T = ∅, for each group g. These artificial tags are assigned to all resources contained in g, whereby the user who
added a resource to the group, is declared as the tagger.
The set of nodes is thus extended by TG : VB = VA ∪ TG .
The edges added to VF by the GFolkRank algorithm are:
EB = EA ∪ {{u, tg }, {tg , r}, {u, r}|u ∈ U, tg ∈ TG , r ∈ R̆, u
has added r to group g}. We use a constant value wc to

The graph G that is passed to the core iteration of HITS
has to be a directed graph. In general, G is a partial Web
graph consisting of linked resources that are possibly relevant to a certain topic (cf. [16]). The challenge of applying
HITS to folksonomies is to transform a folksonomy into a
directed graph in contrast to an undirected graph (GF ) as
done by the ranking algorithms in the previous sections. The
tag assignments do not explicitly prescribe a direction. In
[27] the authors propose the following strategy: If there is
a tag assignment (u, t, r) ∈ Y then the edges “u → t” and
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“t → r” will be constructed. Hence, hubs are restricted to
be users while the authority role is bound to resources. In
our evaluations we will denote that strategy as naive HITS.
Our approach does not limit the role of hubs and authorities
to certain folksonomy entity types, but makes it possible to
detect authority users as well.
The construction of the directed folksonomy graph has to
consider the design of the folksonomy system and its user interface in particular. In the GroupMe! system, for example,
a resource rh can be interpreted as a hub of a tag ta assigned
to rh because each resource displays its tag cloud, whereas
in tagging systems that do not show the tags of resources it
is not possible to draw that conclusion (cf. tagging support:
“viewable” vs. “blind” in [18]).
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Figure 1: Tag usage in the GroupMe! data set on a
logarithmic scale. Only a few distinct tags have been
used frequently while most of the tags are only used
once.

Authorities
a high quality user annotates high quality resources
before other users annotate them
is assigned by high quality users
(1) is tagged by high quality users with high quality tags
(2) is contained in high quality groups
Hubs
has annotated high quality resources and utilized high
quality tags
is assigned to high quality resources
(1) is tagged with tags of high quality resources
(2) is contained in groups with high quality resources

In our evaluations we applied a search strategy, which simply accumulated the set of entities delivered by FolkRank,
GFolkRank, and GRank (without ranking the items), and
utilized the sum of authority and hub score to rank.

Table 1: Overview of some characteristics of authority/hub users, tags, and resources.

5.

EXPERIMENT

In Section 3.2 we proposed different ways to construct
context by means of tag clouds that describe the actual setting of the user. Section 3.3 explained how rankings can be
adapted to such context independently from the underlying
ranking algorithm. Several applicable ranking algorithms
were discussed in the previous section. In general, we now
have a tool box that helps tagging systems to adapt rankings
to the actual desires of the users. In this section we evaluate
the tool box with respect to the following task.

Table 1 lists some of the characteristics of users, tags, and
resources that indicate when they should be considered as
authorities and hubs respectively. Some of these characteristics can be deduced from the traditional folksonomy model
(see Definition 1) while others require additional context information, e.g. regarding user entities, edges representing
some user characteristics can be constructed as follows.
hub users For all resources r a user u has annotated with
a tag t we can construct edges “u → t” and “u → r”.
The required information is thus contained in the tag
assignments.
authority users According to Table 1 an authority user ua
can also be characterized by the fact that other users
have annotated resources ua has annotated before the
other users annotated them. Therefore, the timestamp
of tag assignments has to be evaluated so that we can
construct an edge “uh → ua ” whenever another user
uh has annotated a resource that was already tagged
by ua .
Having an appropriate strategy for constructing the directed folksonomy graph, which serves as input to the core
HITS iteration (see Definition 4), SocialHITS can be defined
as follows.

Ranking Task. Given a keyword query (tag) and a context
(set of weighted tags), the task of the ranking strategy is
to compute a ranking of folksonomy entities so that entities that are most relevant to both, the keyword query
and the context, appear at the top of the ranking.
In particular, we will answer the following questions.
1. How does the consideration the different context types
influence the performance of the algorithms in fulfilling
the task above?
2. Which type of context (cf. Section 3.2) is most appropriate?
3. Which algorithm (cf. Section 4) performs best?

Definition 5. The SocialHITS algorithm computes hub
and authority values for arbitrary folksonomy entities.

We are furthermore interested in the strength of the algorithms regarding the type of entity (user, tag, or resource)
that should be ranked. Moreover, the ranking algorithms
possibly prefer different types of context. Our goal is to
clarify how each individual ranking algorithm can benefit
from the knowledge about the context.

1. Input: folksonomy F, topic t, search strategy st , graph
construction strategy sg , and the number of HITS iterations k to perform
2. Ft ← apply st to F in order to search for entities and
tag assignments relevant to t
3. GD ← apply sg to Ft
4. (xk , yk ) ← iterate(GD , k)

5.1

Data Set and Test Set

We run our experiments on a data set of the GroupMe!
tagging system (cf. Section 3.1). In the data set we had
450 users, who mainly come from the research community
in Computer Science. Together they bookmarked 2189 Web

5. Output: the vectors xk and yk containing the authority and hub values of the entities in F≈
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resources, created 550 groups to organize these bookmarks
and made 3190 tag assignments using 1699 different tags.
Figure 1 illustrates that the tag usage reminds of a power
law distribution as there are a lot of tags (72.04%), which
were only used once, and only a few tags, which were applied frequently. For example, the tag “semantic web” was
assigned 60 times and was therewith the most frequently
used tag. Hence, regarding the tag usage distribution we
observed similar characteristics as they occur also in larger
data sets (cf. [8, 10]).
For our experiments, we defined a test set of 19 search
settings, where each setting was formed by a keyword query
(tag) and a context consisting of (i) the user u, who performs
a search activity, (ii) the resource r the user u accessed before initiating the search activity, and (iii) the group that
contains r. We thus simulated the scenario described in
Section 3.1, where the user Alice first accessed a group of
resources, which were related to the “Hypertext ’09 conference”, then focused a certain resource (the conference website), before she finally clicked on the tag “conference” to
search for related content. For the search settings, we selected tags as queries that cover the different spectra of
the tag usage distribution. In particular, we chose 6 tags
that were used 1-10 times (e.g. “soa” and “james bond”),
9 tags that were used 11-20 times (e.g. “conference” and
“beer”), and 4 tags that were used more than 20 times (e.g.
“hannover” and “semantic web”). The topics of the different
search settings represented the diversity of topics available in
the GroupMe! data set. For each of the 19 search settings
we also selected a resource and a corresponding group as
context, where the resource context tag cloud (cf. T CR (r),
Section 3.2) contained 3.21 tags on average and the group
context tag cloud T CG (g) contained 13.58 tags. Further, for
each search setting we defined a user as actor. Here, the
condition was that the actor is also related to the topic of
the setting, i.e. we only selected those users who already
used the tags that occurred in the tag clouds of the corresponding resource (T CR (r)) and group (T CG (g)) of the
setting. Thereby, we tried to give the user modeling strategy (T CU (r)) the same opportunities as the resource and
group context strategies to fulfill the task defined above.

5.2

Figure 2: Characteristics of the judgment behavior
in the user study with respect to the types of rated
entities (user, tag, or resource) and the type of judgment basis (query, group context, resource context,
or user context)
respect to the type of entity (user, tag, and resource) that
was judged on the basis of its relevance to the query and
the different parts of the context (group, resource, and user
context). The average judgement is given as number, where
0 means don’t know, 1 means no, 2 means rather no, etc.
The standard deviation σ is averaged across the deviations
of judgments, where the different participants evaluated the
same entity with respect to the same query/context.
Overall, the standard deviation indicates that the judgments of the participants were very homogeneous. Rating
the relevance of entities with respect to the user context
was probably the most difficult task for the participants,
because therefor they had to browse the profile of the corresponding user, i.e. the groups he/she created, the resources
he/she bookmarked, and the tags he/she used in the past.
Hence, the standard deviation for that judgement task is
higher than for the others. Judging tags was the most intuitive task and also gained the most homogenous judgements.
On average, the resources were rated better than tags, and
users. This can be explained by the number of possibly relevant entities listed in the user study. For example, there
were probably less than 5 of 22 users but more than 20 of
43 resources relevant to the query “james bond”. However,
even if there would be a slightly different judging behavior regarding the different types of entities (users, tags, and
resources) then this would not influence our results as all
algorithms were confronted with the same settings.
In general, the characteristics of the data set of judgements carried out during the user study enable us to gain
statistically well-grounded results.

User Study

Given the different search settings, we conducted a user
study with users of the GroupMe! system (10 PhD students and student assistants). We presented the participants
of the study a search setting together with a list of users,
tags, and resources that were determined by accumulating
the rankings of the different strategies for the given search
setting. For each entity (user, tag, or resource) the participants judged the relevance of the entity with respect to the
(i) query, (ii) group context, (iii) resource context, and (iv)
user (actor) context. Therefore, they were enabled to easily gather information on which they could constitute their
judgements, e.g. all involved entities were clickable and the
participants were able to see an entity while judging it. In
particular, the participants had to answer whether an entity is relevant or not on a five-point scale: yes, rather yes,
rather no, no, and don’t know. Thereby, we obtained a set
of 8593 user-generated judgements, in particular 1550 yes,
1549 rather yes, 1097 rather no, 4242 no, and 155 don’t know
judgements. Figure 2 overviews the 8593 user judgements
and the overall judging behavior of the participants with

5.3

Method and Metrics

According to the ranking task, which we defined at the
beginning of the section, the different strategies had to rank
users, tags, and resources with respect to a given search
setting consisting of a query and context as described in
Section 5.1. We combined the ranking algorithms presented
in Section 4 with the different context models presented in
Section 3.2 and then passed them to the algorithm for contextualizing rankings (Definition 3 in Section 3.3). Thereby
we obtained 12 strategies, e.g. FolkRank(user), which de-
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notes the strategy that applies the FolkRank algorithm together with the user context, or GRank(resource), which is
the strategy that contextualizes the ranking produced by
GRank with the resource context. Each ranking strategy
then had to compute a user, tag, and resource ranking for
each of the 19 search settings, which consist of a query and
the (user, group, and resource) context. Thus, each strategy
had to compute 57 rankings.
To measure the quality of the rankings we used the following metrics (cf. [26]):

0,6
0,5

0,3
0,2
0,1
0
SocialHITS

MRR The MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) indicates at which
rank the first relevant entity occurs on average.

which indicates the average rank of the first relevant entity,
is more than 50% better when using SocialHITS instead of
the naive approach. The same holds for S@1. In particular,
the probability that a relevant entity appears at the first
rank is 47.4% when using SocialHITS in contrast to 28.7%
when the naive approach is applied. Further, the precision
within the top 10 is significantly higher for the SocialHITS
algorithm.
The performance differences were obvious for every single
ranking result. The naive HITS algorithm performed worst
when it had to rank user entities. This can be explained from
the underlying graph construction strategy, which implies an
authority score of zero for user entities.
As SocialHITS outperforms the naive HITS approach we
just consider SocialHITS for our comparisons with the other
ranking algorithms presented in Section 4.

P@k Precision at rank k (P@K ) represents the average proportion of relevant entities within the top k.
For our experiment we considered an entity as relevant iff
the average user judgement is at least “rather yes” (rating
score ≥ 3.0), e.g. given three “rather yes” (rating score =
3) judgments and two “rather no” judgments (rating score
= 2) for the same entity with respect to some setting then
this was treated as not relevant, because the average rating
score is 2.6 and therewith smaller than 3.0 (“rather yes”).
Judgements where the participant stated “don’t know” were
treated as “no”.

Results

We present the results according to the following structure. We first try to evaluate the performance of the newly
introduced SocialHITS algorithm, independently from the
used context strategy. Afterwards we overview our core results that allow us to answer the questions raised at the
beginning of this section. In Subsection 5.4.3 we analyze
the performance of the strategies when they have to rank
(a) user and (b) resource entities. We will particularly investigate the ability of the algorithms to rank users, because
this has not been studied extensively in previous work yet.
Our result analysis finishes with a summary regarding the
performance of the different context models, which are used
to adapt the rankings to the actual context of a user.
We tested the statistical significance of all following results
with a two-tailed t-Test and a significance level of α = 0.05.
The null hypothesis H0 is that some strategy s1 is as good as
another strategy s2 , while H1 states that s1 is better than s2 .

5.4.1

naive HITS

Figure 3: SocialHITS vs. naive HITS strategy (ordered by MRR(both)).

S@k The Success at rank k (S@k ) stands for the mean probability that a relevant entity occurs within the top k
of the ranking.

5.4

MRR
S@1
P@10

0,4

5.4.2

Result Overview

Figure 4 overviews the core results of our experiment. It
shows the quality of the ranking algorithms (Section 4) in
combination with the different context models (Section 3.2)
when using the contextualization strategy defined in Section 3.3. The metrics MRR(context), S@1(context), and
P@10(context) determine the relevance of a particular entity with respect to the context, which is formed by the
actor of a search setting as well as the resource and group
context. For MRR(both), S@1(both), and P@10(both) relevance is given iff the entity is relevant to both, the query
and the context of a search setting.
The GRank algorithm in combination with the resource
context (GRank(resource)) is the most successful strategy
for computing folksonomy entity rankings that should be
adapted to a given search setting. GRank(resource) significantly performs better than all other strategies except for
GRank (group) and GFolkRank(resource). Overall, Figure 4
reveals two main results: (1) the GRank algorithm is the
best performing algorithm and (2) independently from the
used algorithm, the resource and group context models produce better results than the user context strategy.
It is interesting to see that the precisions P@10(context)
and P@10(both) do not differ significantly, which means that
the items, which are included into the top 10 rankings because of their relevance to the context, are also relevant
to the query. This gives supplemental motivation for the
work, presented in this paper, as it indicates that the consideration of context does not reduce the precision of the
result rankings within the top 10. Similarly, this motivation can be deduced from the S@1 metrics, as there is no

SocialHITS vs. naive HITS

The SocialHITS algorithm, which we introduced in Definition 5, expects a graph construction strategy as input,
which creates a directed graph from the given folksonomy.
A naive approach to construct such a graph is presented
in [27]. Figure 3 compares this straightforward application
of HITS with SocialHITS, a more complex approach, which
causes a graph with higher compactness. The results are
based on 171 test runs, where the algorithms had to rank
user, tags, or resources regarding the different search settings described above. Entities were considered as relevant
iff they were, according to the user judgments, relevant to
both, the query and the context. SocialHITS outperforms
the naive HITS algorithm significantly with respect to all
metrics. For example, the mean reciprocal rank (MRR),
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Figure 4: Performance of the different strategies with respect to the task of ranking folksonomy entities
(ordered by MRR(both)).
0,8

significant difference between S@1(context) and S@1(both)
for the strategies that make use of the resource or group
context. However, the consideration of user context causes
impreciseness regarding query relevance at the very top of
the ranking. For example, the probability to retrieve an item
that is relevant to the context of a search setting is 75.4%
when GRank(user) is applied, whereas the probability that
this item is relevant to the query as well is just 59.6%.
Between FolkRank and GFolkRank, the group-sensitive
extension of FolkRank, there is not a significant difference
in general, but GFolkRank performs better for all the different context models than FolkRank. The SocialHITS algorithm tends to be outperformed by the other algorithms.
The performance of SocialHITS depends on the type of entity that should be ranked, while the performance of the
other algorithms is rather constant, in this regard. SocialHITS significantly performs worse when it has to rank tags
instead of users or resources. Hence, the role of tags in the
model of SocialHITS (cf. Table 1) should possibly be revised in future work to make SocialHITS also applicable to
the ranking of tags.

5.4.3

0,7
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MRR
S@1
P@10

0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
GRank

GFolkRank

SocialHITS

FolkRank

Figure 5: Performance of the different algorithms
with respect to the task of ranking resources (ordered by MRR).
the query and the context of the corresponding search setting. GRank is significantly the best algorithm to rank resources followed by GFolkRank. Both algorithms exploit
group structures in group context folksonomies (see Definition 2). Such folksonomies arise in tagging systems such as
Flickr or GroupMe! which allow their users to group and
tag the resources. In folksonomy systems that do not offer
the notion of groups these algorithms would not work properly. In these systems SocialHITS would be the preferred
choice because it shows better results than the FolkRank
algorithm.
The results of the experiment focussing on ranking users is
of particular interest because so far there exist – to the best
of our knowledge – no studies which analyze the quality of
folksonomy-based ranking algorithms in this regard. A set

Ranking Users and Resources

The task of ranking resources is possibly the most prominent ranking application, because it is, for example, applied
to put search results into an appropriate order. Figure 5
overviews the performance of the different algorithms for
that task averaged across the test runs targeting the different search settings while considering either the user, group,
or resource context. The metrics MRR, S@1, and P@10
are measured based on the relevance of a resource to both,
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performing algorithm for ranking entities in group context
folksonomies. When it comes to ranking of users or resources
then SocialHITS, which significantly performs better than
the naive HITS approach, is the best algorithm operating
on the traditional folksonomy model (cf. Definition 1).
Figure 7 abstracts from the underlying ranking algorithms
and summarizes the results listed in Figure 4 from the perspective of the context type that was considered by the algorithms to adapt the rankings to a particular search setting. According to the results shown in Figure 7, we can
clearly put the strategies into an order: (1) the resource
context gains significantly better results than the group and
user context, (2) the group context strategy produces significantly better results than the user context strategy, while
(3) the user context strategy performs worst. As described
in Section 3.2, context is formed by the tag cloud of a resource, group, or user respectively. The size of the different tag cloud types differed: Resource tag clouds contained
on average 3.21 tags, group tag clouds 13.58, and user tag
clouds were limited to 20 tags. However, the pure size of the
context tag clouds do not only explain the outcomes of the
experiment. For example, for some settings group context
tag clouds containing more than 15 tags delivered better results than smaller tag clouds while for other settings it was
the other way round. Hence, rather the homogeneity of a
tag cloud used as context seems to influence the quality of
a contextualizing a ranking. The user context, i.e. the top
tags of the user who performs a search activity, is thematically multi-faceted, which explains that the mean reciprocal
rank measured with respect to the context (MRR(context))
is higher than the MRR measured regarding the relevance
to the query (MRR(query)).
Overall, the excellent results of the resource and group
context strategies are impressive, because they do not require any previous knowledge about the user, but just capture the current context of a user. The user modeling strategy on the contrary requires such knowledge. Our results
have therewith a direct impact on the end users of a tagging
system as they can benefit from the adaptation of result
rankings to their current needs even if they are not known
to the system.
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Figure 6: Performance of the different algorithms
with respect to the task of ranking user (ordered by
MRR).
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Figure 7: Performance depending on the used context type (ordered by MRR(both).
of exiting application can be realized with the aid of an user
ranking functionality. For example, it can be applied to find
experts on a certain topic or to recommend a users to each
other, who have – based on their tagging behavior – similar
interests.
The qualification of the algorithms to rank user entities
can be derived from the results shown in Figure 6. Overall,
the outcomes are, regarding P@10, worse than the outcomes
of the resource ranking experiment depicted in Figure 5.
This can be explained by the absolute number of users possibly relevant to a search setting which is lower in comparison to the number of possibly relevant resources. GRank is
again the best performing algorithm. For example, the probability that a user, who is relevant to the query and context,
appears in the first position of the ranking is 94.7%. SocialHITS is the second best strategy having S@1 score that is
20% higher than the one of GFolkRank and FolkRank. Further, the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) of SocialHITS is more
than 10% better than the one of GFolkRank and FolkRank,
which do not differ significantly in their performance. Hence,
SocialHITS is again the first choice for applications, which
cannot make use of GRank and which especially require a
high precision at the very top of the rankings, e.g. for applications that try to predict links between users.

5.4.4

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Ranking in folksonomies is currently an important research topic. In this paper we proposed an approach that
allows to adapt rankings to the actual context of a user independently from the underlying ranking algorithm. We presented different strategies that are able to form such context
by the notion of tag clouds even if no previous knowledge
about the user is available. Furthermore, we introduced SocialHITS, a new ranking algorithm for folksonomy systems,
and showed that it significantly improves the HITS-based
approach proposed in [27]. We analyzed the performance of
SocialHITS and other folksonomy-based ranking algorithms
for the task of contextualizing rankings while considering
different types of context and revealed that those strategies,
which do not require any previous knowledge about the user,
perform significantly better than tag-based user modeling.
For example, by considering the the tag cloud of a resource
the user has just visited we are able to adapt the ranking of
a subsequent search activity to the user’s current context. A
remarkable feature of our evaluation was that we also measured the ranking performance with respect to the task of

Synopsis

From the results presented in the previous subsections we
can identify GRank, which we introduced in [3], as best
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ranking users, which is new in the field of research on folksonomies and further promises high impact on the future of
social networking. Here, we identified SocialHITS as one of
the most promising ranking algorithms.
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